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We investigated the spectral characteristics of whispering gallery mode (WGM) lasing in semiconductor square microcavities with various corner shapes. For a simple square cavity, the lasing
spectrum showed a complex peak pattern with a broad envelope due to lasing of multi-spatial
WGMs. In order to reduce the number of lasing modes, we proposed and fabricated hollow square
cavities with symmetric concave-shaped corners. The lasing peaks appeared as periodic narrow
peaks corresponding to closed WGMs due to the strong mode selection roles of proposed geometry. If the corner geometry was modified to form 45◦ -tilted and convex shapes, ring-type WGMs
originating from total reflection of light at the four corners could be selectively lased.
PACS numbers: 42.55.S
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I. INTRODUCTION
Circular microcavities, such as disc-type resonators,
have been widely studied because there are intrinsic resonance modes called whispering gallery modes (WGMs).
Due to the attainable high-Q values of WGMs, various applications using circular microcavities have been
presented, such as add-drop passive filters in dense
wavelength-division multiplex(DWDM) communication
[1–4] and ultra-low-threshold microcavity lasers. [5–9]
The origin of high-Q resonance modes in circular microcavities is the strong feedback of light through the total
internal reflection at the circular boundary. In most applications with circular microcavities using semiconductor material, external waveguide devices are essential for
signals interacting with the cavities through evanescentwave coupling. Because the evanescent field of waveguide modes or WGMs decreases exponentially from the
boundary, a very small gap distance between the cavity
and the waveguide is required for large coupling strength.
The coupling types are categorized as vertical coupling
and side coupling. In vertical coupling, a thin dielectric
layer should be inserted between the cavity and waveguide. [10] Moreover, the waveguide should be fabricated
after formation of the dielectric layer. Hence, vertical
coupling requires multi-step, complex fabrication processes for a cavity-waveguide system. On the other hand,
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the fabrication of a cavity-waveguide system for side coupling is very simple because the cavity and the waveguide
are usually formed simultaneously on a wafer by using
lithography and etching processes.
The main disadvantage of side coupling using circular microcavities is the very short interaction length of
evanescent waves between the circular boundary and the
straight waveguide device. Because the gap distance for
optimal coupling is much smaller than the wavelength
of light, not mass-productive photolithography but ebeam lithography should be adapted in the fabrication
processes. Various microcavties have been suggested to
allow the user mass-productive photolithography by enhancing the gap distance for optimal coupling. Among
them, the square microcavity has attracted much interest
because it substantially enhances the interaction length.
The entire flat boundary itself becomes the coupling region, which allows for a relatively large gap distance.
The resonance modes supported by a square cavity can
be understood in a simple ray optics picture. Fig. 1(a)
shows the possible ray trajectories in a square microcavity (size d) made of a medium with a refractive index m.
[11] If the incident angle θ (> θc = sin−1 (1/m)) at the
boundary is 45◦ , the rays form closed rectangular trajectories. Because all closed orbits have the same optical
path length, they correspond to closed 4-bounce WGMs.
When θ (> θc )6=45◦ , the trajectory does not close after
one round-trip. The round-trip length of the open trajectory is defined as the length traveled by the wave front
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until it meets the starting wave front. The normal modes
of a 2-dimensional square cavity in ~k = (kx , ky ) space,
exactly calculated by using the wave-optics formalism,
can be characterized as (pπ/d, qπ/d), having a discrete
θ (= tan−1 (q/p)), where p and q are integers. The normal mode with p = q (closed WGMs) corresponds to
closed trajectories and modes with p 6= q (open WGMs)
correspond to open trajectories.
The wavelength λ of a normal mode can then be determined by the resonance condition [11]
2md(cos θ + sin θ) = (p + q)λ.

(1)

where the left-hand side of the equation represents the
optical path length of the open (p 6= q) or closed (p =
q) trajectory. The open trajectories have smaller roundtrip lengths than the closed orbits, and their values decrease as θ deviates from 45◦ , resulting in multi-spatial
modes in a square microcavity. Therefore, there exist
multiple resonance wavelengths having slightly different
mode spacings for different (p, q) combinations. Because
the open trajectories approach the square corners after
several round trips and then reverse their rotation directions, their ray trajectories will continue with the same
round-trip length, though some losses caused by corners
or by abrupt phase changes are inevitable. Fong and
Poon reported recently that open trajectories could have
the same sense of circulation by modifying the corner geometry to a 45◦ -tilted shape in a very small-sized square
microcavity. [12] Because the number of free round trips
until the ray perturbed by the corners decreases as θ
deviates from 45◦ , the cavity quality factor Q of open
WGMs monotonically decreases as θ departs from 45◦ .
Multimode resonances in a square microcavity have
recently been demonstrated in elastic-scattering spectrum from a square-shaped silica microcavity, in a lasing spectrum from square-shaped polymer cavities, etc.
[11,13,14] As illustrated above, the intrinsic resonances
observed in square microcavities are multimode. For a
square microcavity laser using a semiconductor material,
the refractive index m of the cavity is relatively large
(or θc is small) compared to those of silica or polymer
microcavities. Hence, the number of modes with different (p,q) combinations becomes large in a semiconductor cavity. Reducing the cavity dimensions can decrease
the number of modes [11, 15] while increasing the freespectral range (FSR). In semiconductor-based square microcavities (m ' 3.3), however, it is difficult to achieve a
small number of modes because the critical angle is small
(θc ' 18◦ ) unless the cavity dimension is of the order
of a wavelength. Moreover, the typical gain coefficient
is fairly large in a semiconductor laser, so multi-spatial
WGMs having various (p,q) combinations lase simultaneously. Because the mode spacings are slightly different
with different (p,q) combinations, the lasing mode structure should show complex patterns. However, a single
spatial-mode (closed WGMs) in a microcavity laser is
more desirable. Therefore, a scheme for mode selection
in square cavities is worth investigating. In this work, we

Fig. 1. (a) Ray trajectories of a closed orbit (dashed line)
and an open orbit (θ 6= 45◦ ) in a square cavity (size d and
refractive index m). The solid line represents the round trip
length of an open orbit. (b) Proposed scheme for spatial
mode selection in a hollow square cavity (outer size d, and
inner size di ) having symmetric concave-shaped corners with
a radius of curvature R and a width of w. Closed WGMs
only survive as high-Q resonance modes.

propose a scheme for simple mode selection in a square
cavity and demonstrate nearly single spatial-mode lasing by using a semiconductor hollow square cavity with
round corners. By changing the corner shapes and inner
sizes, we could also obtain laser oscillation of different
WGMs originating from the total reflections at the four
corners.

II. SCHEME FOR MODE SELECTION
Fig. 1(b) shows our scheme for lasing mode selection
in a semiconductor square cavity. The cavity consists
of a hollow square layer (outer side length d, inner side
length di , refractive index m). The inner side length di
should be smaller than d/2 if the 4-bounce WGMs in Fig.
1(a) are to be supported. The shapes of the four corners
are modified to be symmetric and concave (radius of curvature = R, and side width = w). The ray trajectories
with θ 6= 45◦ in Fig. 1(a) approach the corners after
several round trips. By deforming the corner shape to
symmetric concave as in Fig. 1(b), the ray trajectories
meet at the concave corners after fewer round trips than
in Fig. 1(a). When the ray meets the round corners,
an open orbit will be terminated so that corresponding
WGMs experience severe Q-spoiling. Moreover, the hollow inner boundaries also prohibit formation of a persistent open orbit. Therefore, the corner and the hollow
regions act as spatial filters against open orbit WGMs.
However, the close orbits in Fig. 1(a) are not perturbed
by those regions, resulting in a strong mode selection of
closed WGMs (or denoted by side-bounce WGMs). If
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Table 1. Used epitaxial structure.

Fig. 2. Possible closed orbit for ring-type WGMs in hollow square cavities with (a) 45◦ -tilted corners and (b)convexshaped corners.

the values of R and w are adjusted, the mode selection
scheme can be optimized, preserving the merit of a long
interaction length for a square cavity. The effective optical path length L of the side-bounce WGMs in Fig. 1(a)
is given as [16]
√
L = 2 2md.
(2)
For selective lasing of closed WGMs, corner shape of
a square cavity should be modified into a round shape
having a concave curvature. If the corners are not concave, such as convex or 45◦ -tilted flat corners, additional
WGMs originating from total reflection of light not from
the four sides but from the four corners can also be supported. [17, 18] Fig. 2 shows the possible WGMs from
hollow square cavities with 45◦ -tilted or convex-shaped
corners. When the corners are symmetrically 45◦ -tilted
as in Fig. 2(a), closed orbits formed by total reflections
with an incident angle of 45◦ at the corner, so called ringtype WGMs, are possible. Therefore, there are two possible closed WGMs (ring-type WGMs and side-bounce
WGMs) if the inner size di of the hollow cavity is smaller
than d/2. If di ≥ d/2, side-bounce WGMs cannot be
supported as resonance modes. When the width w of a
45◦ -tilted corner is w < (d − di )/2 as depicted in Fig.
2(a), the optical path length L can be given as
L = 4m(d − w).

(3)

Because w is sufficiently smaller than d, the L of ringtype WGMs (Eq. (3)) is larger than that of side-bounce
WGMs (Eq. (2)).
If the corners are symmetrically convex-shaped as in
Fig. 2(b), ring-type WGMs can also exist. [19] In this
case, there might be many ring-type WGMs; corresponding rays can reflect multiple times at a convex corner
(radius of curvature of R with a length of w). In a
semiconductor cavity, the scattering loss caused by surface imperfections during reflection is inevitable and may
not be negligible. Hence, ring-type WGMs having single reflection at a convex corner, as shown in Fig. 2(b),
mostly lase due to their high-Q values. Because of the

closed orbit requirement, the corresponding ray should
impinge at the center of a convex corner. The optical
path length L for ring-type WGMs is similar to Eq. (3)
if w ' (d − di )/2 and if R is much larger than w. Because the reflection surface is rounded, the reflection loss
should be higher than it is in the case of the flat corner in
Fig. 2(a). If di in Fig. 2 is smaller than d/2, ring-type
WGMs and side-bounce WGMs can be laser oscillated
simultaneously because the scattering losses during the
four reflections are similar. Here, we investigate the case
of di > d/2 so that the ring-type WGMs only lase from
hollow square cavities with 45◦ -tilted or convex-shaped
corners. The cavity in Fig. 2(a) has a small interaction
length for external
√ coupling because the corner length in
Fig. 2(a) is just 2w and w is usually small. The cavity
in Fig. 2(b) has a similar interaction with a circular cavity having a radius of R. Therefore, the square cavities
in Fig. 2 are not appropriate for side coupling. In this
work, we conducted laser experiments from the cavities
in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 1 in order to compare the operation
characteristics of lasing modes.

III. EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate our proposed mode selection scheme,
we conducted experiments with a semiconductor microcavity laser. The detailed epitaxial structure used for the
square cavities is shown in Table 1. The structure was
formed on an InP substrate with a thickness of about
2 µm. The core layer, with a total thickness of about
0.15 µm, consisted of two confinement layers (InGaAsP)
with λg = 1.24 – 1.3 µm and InGaAsP/InGaAs multiple
quantum wells (MQWs) with λg = 1.55 µm. The upper
cladding layer was p+ -doped InP with a thickness of 1.5
µm. Various square cavities were fabricated using photolithography and reactive ion etching (RIE). The total
etching depth was as large as 4.2 µm in order to inhibit
transmission loss of the cavity modes into the substrate
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Fig. 3. Typical lasing spectrum from a square semiconductor cavity (d = 50 µm) and its microscope image.

Fig. 4. Typical lasing spectrum from a hollow square semiconductor cavity with concave-shaped corners (d = 50 µm,
di = 20 µm, R = 20 µm, and w ∼ 14 µm).

during reflections. To pump MQWs, we adapted an optical pumping method using a Nd:YVO4 laser operating
at a wavelength of 1.06 µm. With this wavelength, the
pump light penetrated the upper cladding layer and was
strongly absorbed by the MQWs and the light confinement layers. To minimize thermal variations of the refractive indices due to the pump beam, the laser was
acousto-optic (AO) Q-switched (10 kHz) for reducing
average pump power. The pulse width of pump beam
was measured to be about 300 ns. The pump beam
was loosely focused vertically by a lens through a 45◦
beam splitter onto the cavity, which was monitored by
a CCD camera attached to a high-resolution microscope
having a long working distance. The beam size measured at the wafer was ∼500 µm. Because the CCD
camera made with a silicon material could detect the
1.06 µm-wavelength, we could identify which cavity was
illuminated by the pump beam. The lasing signal was
collected through a tapered fiber positioned near a corner of cavity. The lasing spectrum was measured by
using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).

cavity has the corner shape for proposed mode selection.
The periodic lasing peaks were observed around 1544 nm.
Compared to Fig. 3, Fig. 4 shows enhanced mode selection for closed WGMs, as proposed in Fig. 1(b). The
concave corners and inner boundaries acted as efficient
filters against open WGMs, resulting in strong Q-spoiling
of open WGMs, and only nearly closed WGMs were laser
oscillated. Therefore, we were able to demonstrate that
the proposed modification of the corners showed strong
spatial mode selection. The wavelength spacing of the
peaks was measured to be about 4.6 nm. In a semiconductor laser, the mode spacing ∆λ should account
for dispersion because the refractive index m is considerably dependent on the wavelength λ. From the resonance
condition L ≡ m(λn )l = nλn (n: integer, l: round-trip
length), the wavelength spacing, ∆λ ≡ λn−1 − λn , can
be derived as
λ2
∆λ =
.
(4)
λ
ml(1 − dm
dλ m )

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 shows a typical lasing spectrum from a simple
square cavity with an outer size d = 50 µm. The spectrum was measured when the pump power was much
larger than the threshold average power (∼5 mW). Various peaks were observed around 1547 nm. Because spacing of the peaks was not evident in the spectrum, the lasing modes should be side-bounce WGMs corresponding
to various θ. That is, multi-spatial modes including open
WGMs and closed WGMs were simultaneously lased, as
expected.
Fig. 4 shows a typical lasing spectrum from a hollow square cavity with concave-shaped corners (d = 50
µm, di = 20 µm, R = 20µm, and w ∼ 14 µm). This

Because the round-trip √length l of the side-bounce
λ
WGMs in Fig. 4 is l = 2 2d, m0 (λ) ≡ m(λ)(1 − dm
dλ m )
around 1544 nm is estimated to be about 3.7.
To confirm the mode selection role of the concave corners, we conducted the experiment with a larger outer
size. Fig. 5 shows typical lasing spectra from a simple
square cavity (d = 70 µm) and from a hollow square
cavity with concave corners (d = 70 µm, di = 30 µm,
R = 20 µm, and w ∼ 14 µm). For a simple square
case in Fig. 5(a), the lasing spectrum showed very complicated patterns; multiple weak peaks simultaneously
appeared in a broad spectral envelope. Around 1565
nm, even the background intensity was no longer zero
because many open WGMs were simultaneously lased.
As we explained in Eq. (1), the optical path length of
open WGMs decreases as θ deviates from 45◦ , so the corresponding resonance wavelength will continuously shift
to a shorter wavelength. Therefore, simultaneous lasing
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Fig. 5. Typical lasing spectra from (a) a simple cavity (d
= 70 µm) and (b) a hollow square semiconductor cavity with
concave-shaped corners (d = 70 µm, di = 30 µm, R = 20 µm,
and w ∼ 14 µm).

of open WGMs induced broadening of the lasing peaks.
Background lasing around 1565 nm means that, at a minimum, one mode spacing in the wavelength range was
broadened by simultaneous lasing of open WGMs having various θ. From the lasing spectrum around 1555 nm,
the wavelength spacing ∆λ could be crudely estimated
as ∼ 3.5 nm. Therefore, open WGMs whose optical path
lengths differ by up to a fraction of ∆λ/λ (3.5 nm/1650
nm ' 1.0022) were simultaneous lased. The fraction of
the optical path length difference
of open WGMs for a
√
given θ can be written as 2/(cos(θ)+sin(θ)), as derived
from Eq. (1). The estimated value of 1.0022 corresponds
to 41.1◦ < θ < 48.9◦ . From a simple calculation, the
range of θ corresponds to about 50 open WGMs with various (p,q) combinations. However, the lasing spectrum in
Fig. 5(b) from the cavity with concave-shaped corners
appears to have periodic narrower peaks. Because the
lasing spectrum was taken at a high pump power (about
6 times larger than the threshold power), open WGMs
might also be simultaneously lased so that the linewidth
looks broader than the case of single spatial mode lasing. Nevertheless, the number of open WGMs must be
severely reduced compared to that in Fig. 5(a). The
mode spacing is easily identified as about 3.3 nm due to
selective lasing of closed WGMs. Compared to the previous case, the effect of spatial mode selection was more
clearly demonstrated in this larger-size case.
By modifying the corner to a 45◦ -tiled shape, we also
measured the lasing spectrum, as shown in Fig. 6, from
a hollow square cavity (d = 50 µm, di = 30 µm, and w
= 10.5 µm). Because di is larger than d/2 in this case,
the side-bounce WGMs appearing in Fig. 4 could not
be lased. Only ring-type WGMs, explained in Fig. 2(a),
could be lased. The mode spacing was measured as about
4.0 nm around 1565 nm. From Eq. (3), the round-trip

Fig. 6. Typical lasing spectrum of ring-type WGMs from
a hollow square semiconductor cavity with 45◦ -tilted corners
(d = 50 µm, di = 30 µm, and w ∼ 10.5 µm).

length l could be calculated as ∼ 158 µm. Hence, m0 (λ)
was about 3.8, which is slightly larger than the value
around 1544 nm in Fig. 4. Because the edge length of
the corners at which total reflections occurred was very
short, open ring-type WGMs (incident angle θ 6= 45◦ )
could hardly be supported as resonance modes. Therefore, the observed lasing spectrum appeared to have periodic narrow peaks because only closed ring-type WGMs
(θ = 45◦ ) lased. It is notable that the center wavelength
of lasing was shifted to 1565 nm, which is longer than the
value in Fig. 4. This could be attributed to the increased
round-trip length; i.e., the total gain during a round-trip
was higher than that of side-bounce WGMs, though the
total loss during four reflections was the same in both
cases. We also conducted a lasing experiment for a hollow square cavity with 45◦ -tilted corners, but with di <
d/2. In this case, both side-bounce WGMs and ringtype WGMs were simultaneously supported by the cavity. Because the round-trip length of ring-type WGMs
was larger than that of side-bounce WGMs, ring-type
WGMs were dominantly lased. Therefore, the proposed
concave-shaped corners are essential in order to lase sidebounce WGMs for long interaction lengths with external
waveguide devices.
We also measured the lasing spectrum from a hollow
square cavity with convex-shaped corners, as shown in
Fig. 7. The parameters of the cavity were d = 50 µm,
di = 30 µm, R = 25 µm, and w = 10 µm. Because di >
d/2, not side-bounce WGMs but ring-type WGMs could
be lased, as in Fig. 6. The measured lasing spectrum in
Fig. 7 was also periodic with a spacing of about 4.0 nm,
as that in Fig. 6. The round-trip length of the ring-type
WGMs was similar to that of the cavity in Fig. 6, so the
mode spacings in Figs. 6 and 7 had similar values. The
center wavelength of the lasing spectrum was observed
near 1545 nm, much shorter than that in Fig. 6. This
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corner to 45◦ -tilted or convex shapes, another type of
WGM (ring-type WGM) could be selectively lased. By
comparing various lasing spectra, we confirmed the proposed scheme was reliable for stable mode selection of
side-bounce WGMs.
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